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Abstract. Most of the traditional studies on urban morphology are
based on aerial views. However, the 2D plane model fails to describe
the height information of buildings and the relation of buildings and
the urban external space. An urban section is another map of an urban
area. Through a series of continuous vertical urban slices, the city
texture can be transformed into planar linear information containing
height and width information. This paper proposes several indicators
to describe a series of urban section slices and uses a three-dimensional
coordinate mapping method Sectionmatrix to quantify and analyze
the relation between the physical geometrical indicators and urban
form from the section perspective. Through the case analysis of
multiple residential blocks in Nanjing, China, the results showed that
Sectionmatrix is convenient and efficient. Sectionmatrix relates the
geometrical properties to the spatial characteristics of urban areas and
provides a new way to classify, map and define building typologies.
This new classification method reveals the tortuosity and complexity of
residential blocks. By bridging the gap between quantity and form, the
research also suggests other possible applications of Sectionmatrix as
a control instrument and test framework for entire cities’ planning and
design.
Keywords. Urban Morphology; Urban Section; Sectionmatrix;
Quantitative Analysis.

1. Introduction:
Morphological research in general has generated a useful body of definitions, as
well as a common language for describing architectural and urban form, since the
1950s. In 1960, Conzen and Conzen (2004) regarded plane analysis as a basic
method of urban morphological study and analyzed the structural elements of the
urban fabric, such as block planes, plot planes and building planes, through its
lane profile. In typomorphology, various classifications of buildings and open
spaces are used to attain a more detailed description of urban form. Among the
related methods, “Spacemate” proposed by Pont and Haupt (2004) provides a way
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to simultaneously reflect the physical properties and architectural morphological
characteristics of a certain plot and relate to one another.
Spacemate is a charting tool that uses the coordinate mapping method to
classify urban form. It relates three geometrical properties of buildings, including
the density expressed as a floor space index (FSI), ground coverage, and number of
stories, to the spatial properties. In addition, by understanding the relation between
quantitative and spatial properties, Spacemate defines programmatic demands and
spatial ambitions simultaneously without fixing a detailed program or a final
image. By doing so, Spacemate bridges the gap between the density index and
building typology. In addition, scholars have applied Spacemate in urban planning
and urban design (Kickert et al. 2014, Steadman 2014).
However, at present, in the study of urban morphology, attention is given to
“the two-dimensional figure-ground relation” rather than “the three-dimensional
volume structure”, which may inevitably cause limitations due to the lack of
height, space and other information. The three-dimensional city model, as a
type of simulation of reality, contains a great deal of information; and redundant
information may hinder the clear and intuitive expression of urban form. In
addition, 3D city modeling is still in the primary stage and has difficulty
analyzing the complex urban form accurately. It is more effective to translate
three-dimensional information into a flat diagram containing the characteristics of
both the 2D plane model and 3D model.
Studies on urban morphology from the profile perspective have focused on
the protection of historical cities at the end of the 20th century. Li and Du
(2008) proposed the concept of urban sections in their study. The concept of a
“city section” provides a new method for studying urban morphology and urban
development. Other scholars have applied sections in various fields. Zhu (2017)
applies the section method to mountainous city analysis. The results show that
the “section” method well reveals the spatial characteristics and complexity of
mountainous cities and compensates for the limitations of graphic design.
Most studies use the “section” method to analyze the relation of buildings and
terrain but only analyze single or several slices of urban sections, which fails to
describe urban form clearly and accurately. Liu & Ding (2012) proposed that
through continuous vertical urban slices, the city texture can be transformed into
planar linear information containing height and width information, which can
reveal the tortuosity and openness of urban form. One vertical urban slice or
several slices have limitations and difficulties revealing the real urban form. A
series of urban slices not only contain height information and reveal the spatial
features between buildings but can also reveal the characteristics of planes.
This research introduces the ”series of section” method to the study of urban
form and describes urban form through the section view. This research also
proposes 3 section indicators to reveal the density, open space and other physical
properties of urban form and generates multiple series of urban section slices.
Inspired by Spacemate, which relates the density index to building morphology
to describe urban form, this paper presents a new method to view the relation
of physical density and urban form from the section perspective and proposes
Sectionmatrix. Sectionmatrix is a three-dimensional coordinate mapping method
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that reveals the relation of density indicators and building typology. This section
naturally reveals the spatial scale between buildings and provides the ability to
analyze human perception in the space between different heights of buildings. We
believe that Sectionmatrix will contribute to understanding cities from a human
perspective, and the research also suggests possible applications of Sectionmatrix
as a control instrument and test framework for entire cities’ planning and design.
2. Materials and methods:
2.1. DEFINING AND CALCULATING QUANTITATIVE INDICATORS OF
URBAN SECTIONS

Following plane analysis, a new series of indicators are defined to describe urban
sections using basic parameters such as length, height and area (Dong 2019).
Figure 1 demonstrates three important indicators: the length ratio (LR), the area
ratio (AR), and the width ratio (WR). The LR presents the tortuosity of the urban
section line. The AR represents the average height of the entire urban section. The
WR represents the building density.

Figure 1. Definition of the quantitative indicators of urban sections (Dong 2019).

2.2. SERIES OF SECTIONS

A single section slice cannot thoroughly describe urban morphology, which leads
to this research using a series of linear section slices to describe urban morphology.
To obtain a series of section slices that accords to the actual building profiles
as accurately as possible, this research uses the parallel cutting method. In this
way, a series of section slices combined can reflect its 2D plane. According to the
Chinese standard residential area planning textbook and handbook, the length of
the space between low-rise buildings and multistory buildings should be at least
8 m; and for high-rise buildings, the length should be 15 m. Therefore, we first
set the section distance as 5 m, 10 m, 15 m and 20 m for the experiment. When
the section distance is set as 5 m, the large amounts of data are hard to process
and the variations are rather small, which hinders further analysis. When the
section distance is over 10 m, the geometrical shape of the area cannot be fully
manifested. Thus, we set the span of the section line to 10 m, which can best
reflect the morphological characteristics of the area. In this way, a series of urban
section slices and the corresponding data are generated.
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3. Case study
3.1. CHARACTERISTIC OF THE CASES

As a preliminary study, we chose residential blocks as the research object
because residential buildings are not as complex as commercial buildings. In
China, residential buildings can be divided into low-rise buildings (under 10 m),
multistory buildings (10-20 m) and high-rise buildings (over 20 m) according to
their height. In terms of form, residential buildings can be divided into parallel
slab type, dot type, and enclosure type (Peng, Qin and Hu, 2018). However, in
residential blocks, buildings with various heights and forms are often mixed, which
makes it difficult to describe their characteristics only using planes.
Based on the characteristics of residential buildings, 60 residential blocks in
Nanjing, China that clearly differ in terms of the degree of urbanization and the
type of land development were selected to conduct the analysis. These residential
blocks are located in different typical areas, including the old town, the suburban
area, the old CBD, and the new CBD (Figure 2).

Figure 2. 60 residential blocks in Nanjing.

3.2. GENERATING URBAN SECTIONS

To investigate the degree to which a relationship exists between the physical
indicators and the spatial characteristics of the blocks, we generate a series
of sections of each block based on the parallel cutting method and calculate
the corresponding 3 indicators through our program written in Rhinoceros
Grasshopper. After processing the data of these 60 blocks and analyzing the
corresponding urban sections, the results suggest that single slide parallel cutting
can only present the geometrical shape of the buildings in one direction, and it
cannot express the whole geometrical and spatial form of the block. In order to
map the form of each building of the block more accurately, section lines parallel
to the length and width of the building, respectively, are needed. In this way,
each residential area leads to 2 groups of section slices and 6 sets of indicator
data. 2 groups of section slices clearly show the different spatial arrangement
and building height of each area while the indicator data indicates more detail
information. Two different areas are selected to simulate the generating process.
(Figure 3) Block 43 generates two kinds of series section slices, the width and
the length and they are similar to each other. And LR of the length-average
(2.150) is similar to the width-average (2.121). (Figure 3a.) As for block 41, the
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width series section is clearly different from the length series section and LR of
the length-average (1.535) is as well quite different to the width-average (2.426).
(Figure 3b.) Through the analysis of 2 groups of section slices and 6 sets of
indicator data, it suggests that block 43 is a typical dot type high-rise area and
block 41 is a parallel type multi-stories area.

Figure 3. Generating 2 kinds of series section slices and 6 sets of data.

4. Result analysis
The LR on the x-axis reflects the tortuosity of the urban section line, which
indicates the height and density of buildings; and the AR on the y-axis presents the
capacity of buildings. The WR on the z-axis represents the density of buildings.
Combining these three axes leads to a three-dimensional coordinate, and the three
section indicators give every block a unique “spatial fingerprint” and refer to
different geometrical and spatial forms of the block.
In addition, the 2 groups of section slices and 6 sets of indicators result in two
different ways to quantify the indicators and map the coordinates. The first is point
coordinates, which take the average of the length indicators and width indicators
as the measurement of each block. Point coordinates simplify data processing
while blurring the geometrical and spatial characteristics of the area. The second
is line coordinates. In this way, the values of the length and width indicators
are both retained and thus produce two different points. By connecting the two
points to a line, this unique line contains two variables, the angle and length, in
three-dimensional coordinates. In addition, the line provides a way to describe the
geometrical shape of the area more thoroughly. Sectionmatrix manages to separate
residential areas in two different ways and find the corresponding relation between
the physical indicators and urban morphology.
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4.1. POINT COORDINATES:

Each residential block has its own distinctive density indicators; thus, each dot
has its unique coordinate position. When grouping the different residential block
points in the Sectionmatrix chart, obvious clusters are formed and divided by their
similarities in terms of spatial structure (Figure 4). Analyzing the point positions
in the coordinates and the corresponding spatial form of each area, we find that the
chart has generated a kind of separation to naturally describe areas with different
spatial attributes.

Figure 4. Point coordinate chart of the 60 residential blocks (Red circles represent low-rise
blocks, green triangles represent multistory blocks and blue rectangles reflect high-rise blocks)
.

The point coordinate chart can first separate the areas by height. Low-rise areas
are gathered together in one zone in the coordinates while multistory areas and
high-rise areas are clustered in other areas. In addition, by analyzing the low-rise
area, we find that Sectionmatrix can also separate the compact historical areas
of the old town from spacious villas. When the LR ranges from 1.2 to 2.0, the
AR ranges from 1.8 to 3.3 and the WR ranges from 0.3 to 0.4, the result implies
a low-rise compact area. Otherwise, the result implies a low-rise spacious area.
(Figure 5) The interaction between the variables appears to be more significant
than their absolute values. For example, a high-rise area can have the same WR
as an area with enclosed building blocks such as low-rise compact areas. The
high-rise area is in fact built in a much less compact manner because of its height,
so it has a higher AR. In Sectionmatrix, the position occupied by the high-rise
areas is different from that occupied by the closed blocks.
Real urban forms are more diverse and complicated, and the values of the
indicators also vary greatly. The point coordinates offer only a rough glimpse
to describe and separate different types of buildings.
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Figure 5. Low-rise block .

4.2. LINE COORDINATES

Lines in three-dimensional coordinates have two parameters: length and spatial
position. In addition, in Sectionmatrix, the lines vary greatly. We arrange the
blocks in length order and analyze their spatial positions.
A line is made of two different points that represent the average values of the
section indicators along two slice directions. Thus, the longer the length is, the
greater the difference between the two directions of the block (Figure 6). The lines
can then be used to describe the parallel-slab type of buildings and the dot-type
buildings.

Figure 6. Line coordinates.

When the length of the line ranges from 0 to 0.50, it represents that the length
of the buildings is similar to their width, which indicates low-rise even areas and
typical tower-type high-rise areas (Figure 7a and b). It is difficult to separate these
two types of areas only by length. By analyzing their spatial position in the line
coordinates, these two different types of areas can be clearly separated. As the
length increases, parallel slab type buildings and more diverse areas gradually
appear. When the value is larger than 2, the area has great diversity and tortuosity,
including both the characteristics of the parallel slab type of buildings and dot
arrangement areas. In addition, this implies that the area has diverse functions
(Figure 7c and d).
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Figure 7. Blocks (length: 0-0.50) and blocks (length larger than 2.0) .

Through analysis, we find that the length of the line alone could only
distinguish the spatial arrangements of the area in a rough manner and is
insufficient. Only in combination with the spatial position and slope of lines can
line coordinates describe urban forms more thoroughly.
Through analysis, low-rise areas have lines with relatively short lengths and
steep angles while buildings with multiple stories often have longer lines with
smaller angles. We find that when the length of the line becomes longer and the
angle becomes steeper, it is due to low-rise areas often surrounded by other public
buildings such as schools. In addition, the steeper the angle is, the more complex
and tortuous the area is, which implies that the functions of the buildings in the
area are more diverse (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Red represents low-rise areas while blue represents high-rise areas.

We then take two extreme angles as examples: the area with the steepest angle
(0.522) and the area with flattest angle (0.005) (Figure 9a). It is evident that the
area with the steepest angle is a low-rise area while the other area is a high-rise
area. We then take a high-rise area with a steep angle of 0.031 as a supplement
(Figure 9b). This shows that the high-rise area with a 0.031 angle has rather diverse
functions and a tortuous series of section slices. Furthermore, through detailed
analysis, we find that line clustering in certain zones in the line coordinate chart
is due to the building height, similar to the point coordinate chart. What truly
makes line coordinates different from point coordinates is the angle and length
that represent the diversity of functions and the tortuous series of sections. And it
is obvious to see the tortuosity of the area from the series sections. (Figure 9)
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Figure 9. Comparison of areas with steep angle and with flat angle.

Areas are usually separated according to one factor: either the height or the
spatial arrangement of the buildings. The proposal herein is quite a new way to
describe urban form using the perspectives of height, spatial arrangement and even
functions combined. In line coordinates, the parameters of areas contain abundant
information and thus manifest various spatial arrangements. The angle, the length
and the position of the line combined can describe the spatial arrangement, the
diversity of functions and the geometrical shape of the area at the same time (Figure
10). The steeper the angle is, the more diverse and tortuous the area is. And with
the length of line as a parameter, areas can thus be separated by height.

Figure 10. As angle increases and length decreases, area is more tortuous, more diverse and
lower.

5. Conclusion and discussion
An urban section is another cognitive map of an urban area. In addition, a series
of urban sections is a new way to map cities. The indicators of urban sections
present the characteristics of urban form in a physical way and can be used to
describe different areas of a city and different cities. A point coordinate chart uses
the average value of indictors to describe and separate different spatially arranged
areas. In addition, a line coordinate chart describes the functions and geometrical
shapes of areas through the angles, lengths and spatial positions of lines in a further
and detailed way. Through these two types of coordinates revealing the relation
between density indicators and spatial form, Sectionmatrix provides a new way
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to understand urban morphology. Sectionmatrix can contribute to understanding
a city from a ”section” perspective, and the results also suggest other possible
applications of Sectionmatrix as a control instrument and test framework for entire
cities’ planning and design.
The current research offers only a glimpse of some possibilities of using
Sectionmatrix, and it only concentrates on the residential building scale in Nanjing.
However, Sectionmatrix has not yet been fully exploited. With further discussion
and analysis, other possibilities and functions of Sectionmatrix can be fulfilled.
We hope that more attention will be given to Sectionmatrix and urban sections
when mapping urban morphology.
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